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Editor’s Blog
Welcome to Deeside News 251 and another packed edition. Thank
you, as usual, to all my contributors.
In this edition you will find plenty of Club news and event reports ranging
from the Winter Weekend and Junior Training to Delamere Regional
Event and Interland International. You should also have a separate
sheet from Sheila Hills listing all the Summer Evening Events. You can
pin it on the fridge door so you have no excuse for not attending!
There is also an important article from Malcolm Irvine on First Aiders
and an explanation of how the North West Junior Squad will now be
working from Noel Schorah.
Deeside Club Night plans continue to develop. Your preference was not to run or start them
through the Summer Evening Event season so they will begin in the Autumn but watch out for
publicity coming during the summer months. I have recently started discussions with British
Orienteering to understand and plan how their resource can help us to get started.
At the March Committee Meeting, we were joined by members of Eryri and discussed plans for
helping at events including one day of the Welsh 6 Day in 2012. Jenny Palmer has begun the task
of reviewing our Clubmark folder and procedures and a number of actions were agreed to amend
or keep things up to date.
I have spent three wonderful days recently controlling on Bigland in advance of the Lakes
weekend on 21 and 22 May. The forest is in fantastic condition and just as technical as I
remember. Holme Fell on the Sunday will be just as good. Make sure you enter!
Jane Mockford
Read Dee News in colour
There are a lot of photos in this edition and I am conscious that they do not always photocopy well. I produce Deeside News in full
colour and export it to a pdf file for printing and photocopying. If you would like a full colour pdf copy so you can see everything properly
- just give me a call or drop me an e mail and I’ll happily send you this edition and add you to my circulation list for future editions.
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Incoherent Mumblings
from the Chairman
As the days start to get longer thoughts turn to the summer
evening events. I have always enjoyed the series with a chance
to get a quick thrash in the woods after work and follow the
progress in the Galoppen – always kept up to date within a
couple of days of the events. It is a successful formula that we
should be reluctant to mess around with, but this should not
stop us considering potential improvements.
Here are a few questions to stimulate debate:
Should we offer a white course?
It would never attract more than a handful of runners, as with
the red course for adult novices, but I think it is important to
offer young juniors a course that they can successfully complete at their first introduction to the
sport. Our solution has tended to be to plan yellow courses on the easy side, but this runs the risk
that the progress to orange is too big a step.
The light (or maybe short) green course?
This is a tricky course to plan as it serves two groups of competitors; agile juniors progressing up
through colours and a larger number of older veterans who want a full technical challenge over a
less physically demanding course. As a planner, it is always tempting to make it technically easier
than the green course, but most of our areas have limited potential for courses any harder than
light green in the first place.
Unconventional “blue” courses?
Are we making the best use of a small area by planning a course that loops round the area three
times and visits all the furthest corners just to get the length in? Or could we encourage planners
to be more creative? Does the league scoring system limit the possibilities?
Encouraging new blood?
Our local areas tend to be very familiar – one way to introduce novelty is for new officials to look at
the area with a fresh pair of eyes. These friendly low key local events are the ideal opportunity to
have a first stab at planning or organising with the support of more experienced officials.
Are our events too well organised?
A strange question you might well think, but we do put on all the trappings you would expect at a
higher profile Sunday morning event. Does this level of expectation put more pressure on
organisers to recruit helpers, or is this the minimum needed even for a low key event?
Pete Owens

[Ed’s note: What are your thoughts?? E mail or call me (see opposite for details) and read the
feedback in the next issue.]
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Welcome!

News from the Web
Forestry Sale Plan Dropped
The Environment Secretary Caroline Spelman announced that the government will halt the
current consultation on the future of forestry, and will remove all the forestry clauses from the
Public Bodies Bill. Campaigners including the Save Delamere group are keeping a close eye on
what happens next.

Jean Ramsden & Family Safe
Many members of Deeside will remember Jean Ramsden (who ran for Great Britain as a 16
year old, and is the daughter of the late Jack (a former DEE Chairman) and Barbara Ramsden).
Jean and family now live in Christchurch, New Zealand. It is with great relief that we are able to
report that despite the recent tragic events in Christchurch, Jean and her family are safe.
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Deeside Committee (continued)
Following the last edition of Deeside News,
Malcolm Irvine has kindly provided your Editor
with a photograph (see right).

Image courtesy of people-clipart.com

Unfortunately I am having to intensify my
campaign to persuade the remaining
recalcitrant Committee members to do the
same so here are my latest interpretations of
Committee Member Chris Calow (below) and
Treasurer Budha Majumdar (below right).

Summer Evening Events Starting Soon
The first Summer Evening Event takes place at Delamere East on 27 April.
You will find a schedule of all the events enclosed with your Deeside News.
A final message from Sheila Hills who has done a great job in putting the programme together (thanks
Sheila!):
Thank you to all those people who have agreed to become officials. There is just one gap now, that of
controller for Big Covert, on Wednesday 15 June. I hope that everyone else will be willing to help the
organisers in some way at each event.
Happy Orienteering everyone.
Sheila Hills

Relay Teams
Club Captain Mike Smithard has issued relay team information for the JK and British Relays.
If you need further information, please contact Mike.
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Club Noticeboard
Great Run by Duncan
Congratulations to Duncan Harris who was the first local runner in the recent Shell Four
Villages Half Marathon around Helsby. Duncan, running for City of Chester Triathlon
Club, was ninth overall in a time of 1hr 13min 23sec.
In addition, Duncan and his three teammates won the men's team prize and secured
qualifying times for the British Marathon Championship.

Opportunity to Get People in Willaston Involved in O
On Saturday 9 July (1pm-4pm), we have been invited to attend Willaston Sports Day and
Country Fair. The aim of the Sports Fair is to raise awareness of a much larger Festival in
2012 to celebrate the Olympics and the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, to enable people to find
out about the wide variety of activities they could do locally and to encourage people to join
local sports clubs.
Teams of people from the village are being encouraged to participate in a wide variety of
taster events for different sports, collecting points for those that they try. Teams will
comprise 4 adults or 2 adults and 2 children.
The best way for Deeside to be involved would be a taster session taking no more than 5
minutes per person and enabling each participant to score between 0 and 5 points for their
success in the event.
An obvious idea would be a simple punching grid against the clock for which we already
have plans.
If you are able to help organise this, please contact Jenny Palmer as soon as possible.

BOC & Twin Peak 2012 bookings at Lanehead
Bob ‘Lanehead’ Elmes has secured accommodation for up to 44 people at Lanehead Outdoor
Education Centre, Coniston for the weekends of:
• Friday 4 - Monday 7 May 2012 (3 nights) for BOC 2012
• Friday 18 - Sunday 20 May 2012 (2 nights) for Twin Peak 2012.
At some time nearer the events, firm bookings and deposits will be required. However, lots of people
have already registered interest so if you wish to join in please contact Bob as soon as possible.
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Club Noticeboard
Are you making full use of the Dee
website?
Are you an event organiser or planner? Then remember to take a look at
the Event Resources pages on the the Dee website where you will find lots
of helpful information including Guidelines for Summer Evening Events.
www.deeside-orienteering-club.org.uk

Deeside hits the Sports Pages
Are you a Mario Testino, David Bailey or Annie Leibovitz?
We have made a good start in getting regular articles on Dee successes into the local free
newspapers. The likelihood of publication is greatly increased if we are able to provide good
quality colour photographs.
So far we have managed to do this thanks to kind permission of Robert Lines to use photos taken
at major junior competitions and photos taken at CS Cup Final and other recent Dee events by
Nick and I.
This is a plea to all Dee members to please try and take photos at any event you go to. Action
shots are great but photos of finishers or several members of the club are just as good. Please
send the original files in jpg format to deesidenews@yahoo.com
IMPORTANT: If you are planning to take any photographs of juniors you must have permission
and follow the procedures in the O-Safe Guidelines on the BO website.

Deeside Podium Places in
NW Night League

Congratulations .....
...to Malcolm & Joy Irvine who are now
grandparents.

The provisional final league table is now
available for the 2010-2011 league.
Well done to:

[Ed’s note: Joy - you hardly look old enough to
be a mum let alone a gran!]

Ÿ Iain Bell, 2nd in M40+ and only 2 points
behind the winner and
Ÿ Siân Calow, 2nd in W40+ beating university

friend and arch-rival Jane McCann of MDOC
into 3rd place.
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Getting to know Deeside members
Name & Age Class: Jean Payne
Orienteering Achievements:
Member of first British team to win Women’s
Open Class at JK Relay (1977 Cambridge University)
also winning team 1979 JK Women’s Open (Wre),
British Relays Women's Open 1979, W45 1998, W50 2003,
Harvester Trophy 1982 and 86.
O Ringen 3rd W21B 1977,
6th JK 1988
4th British 1998.
TA champion 12 times.
When and why did you start orienteering?
1972 At Edinburgh University went to a weekend ‘mountain walking’ with the UOTC when got
there found it was an orienteering weekend. Carol McNeill suggested I might like to continue.
Why do you carry on orienteering?
Good excuse to holiday in countries I would not otherwise visit.
What do you do when you are not orienteering? Play Golf
What is your favourite orienteering area? Any complex sand dune area.
What is your most memorable O race?
My first race in Australia – a training race in a pine plantation, heard someone running fast behind
me – a kangaroo came hopping past. Lizard Hill Jan 1982 – introduced to Andy by some friends.
[I note with interest that Jean rates being overtaken by a kangaroo above meeting Andy – Ed]

What training do you do?
Study maps in the bath, either of the area if run there before or similar areas to look at routes and
try to remember why I made the route choices I did.
Why do you normally make mistakes? I usually run too slowly to make them!
How many races will you do in a year? 40
How many countries have you O’ed in? all home countries +18 others
What compass do you use? Moscow base plate fast settling
What shoes do you orienteer in? Adidas Swoop
Which relay leg is your favourite? 2nd as I don’t have a sprint finish
How do you file your maps? Alphabetically for UK maps, by country for none UK
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Getting to know Deeside members
Name & Age Class: Andrew Tarr
Orienteering Achievements
Competitively, very few: winning Midland Champs M35
team with Ron W and John E (Hawksmoor, 1975);
winning badge events at Great Tower in 1999 and 2008,
beating Terry both times J .
Planned JK relays, 1984; and we still use an OCAD
Version of the Halkyn map I drew 30 years ago.
When and why did you start orienteering?
Shared office in 1970 with Bob Morris, then chairman of NWOA.
First taste was a score event at Frodsham planned by Mike Richardson
on my second child’s christening day – only just got back in time …
Why do you carry on orienteering?
Good question; I have always liked maps and countryside, and I need some exercise. And one
meets such nice people.
What do you do when you are not orienteering?
Choral society; volunteer at Llangollen Railway; occasional DiY
What is your favourite orienteering area?
It used to be Hagg Side – now I suppose it is Great Tower
What is your most memorable O race? I forget …
What training do you do? Next question?
Why do you normally make mistakes?
I don’t ‘normally’ make big mistakes; when I do, it may be because I haven’t latched onto the
mapper’s wavelength. If I can get into the circle I’m OK, as controllers usually make sure there
are no other controls within 30 metres
How many races will you do in a year?
It used to be 20-25 – now probably about a dozen. I’m more choosy about my enjoyment and
navigational challenges.
How many countries have you O’ed in? Canada, USA, Ireland
What compass do you use? Bog-standard Silva
What shoes do you orienteer in? Adidas Swoops
Which relay leg is your favourite? Don’t do relays – too demanding
How do you file your maps?
In large ring-binders; now on the sixth. I have almost everything since 1970, including most
results. Since those are now on the web, filing has become more haphazard recently.
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First Aid Report
The following is a list of current first aiders who can be approached for Summer Evening Events.
The full list is more extensive but 8 people are awaiting re-training or have volunteered to be
trained.
Alan Mullock
Bob Elmes
Catriona Schorah
Huw Lewis
Jon Hateley
Martin Pickering
Noel Schorah
Norman Hall
Pauline Smithard
Pete Owens
It is possible that others of you in the club may have a first aid certificate already or you may be
prepared to train in this useful skill.
British Orienteering First Aid Requirements
BO Rules and Regulations are vague on the subject of first aiders qualifications for events. In
essence the responsibility is to the organiser to ensure that appropriate first aid cover is available
(Rule 1.74).
It does not specify what level of training should be provided for cover by members at events.
For BO coaches the rules provide that coaches must be trained by an approved organisation have
a minimum amount of training.
Level 1 coach 4 hours
Level 2 coach 8 hours
Level 3 coach 16 hours
The training should include
∙ Basic life support
∙ Element of assessment; and
∙ Emergency aid
For level 3 coach and above it should also include emergency first aid for outdoors.
Training
I have approached the Training Co-ordinator at Heswall Red Cross. She is prepared to put on a
course for us, either a weekend course or series of evenings provided we can get a minimum of 6
people. The course would be run at their Heswall HQ.
Malcolm Irvine
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Coaching Update - Regional Squad and Talent Pathway
Hopefully everyone knows that there is now a talent pathway, starting with club talent squads,
rising all the way up to world class podium finishers.
The North West Junior Squad (NWJS) is classed as a Regional Development Squad, one of
twelve. In an attempt to align the squad to the needs of the pathway & the new events structure,
the squad has issued a document to all its’ members defining the standards of performance,
fitness, attendance and conduct expected from them.
A key change is that the squad will be disbanded and reformed each year after the December
"Christmas Bash" weekend. It also clearly defines the performance standard, based upon the NW
O League events, and the fitness standard based upon certain standard tests.
It is hoped that this will enable Club Talent Squads to better understand the Regional
Development Squad and identify potential new members.
Please forward names of any potential new members to Sue Roome (details on the NWJS
website) or myself.
Additionally, there have been tentative discussions around the formation of NWOA elite squad. It
is likely to be a self-help group of like-minded athletes belonging to NW clubs, who would meet 2
or 3 times per year. The age range for this squad would be 18 to 35. The athletes would be
expected to run elite classes. Potential feeders for this group are graduating members of the
Regional Development Squad or club-talent squads.
Noel Schorah

Mike Smithard’s garage finally has some competition! Brian Spoonley kindly provided this photo of
an “event in a trailer” put together by Whangarei Orienteering Club in New Zealand. Ex-Deesider
David Spoonley is a member and tows the “event” with him. It opens up to include a registration
desk. Brilliant!
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Dee Junior News
Every year, Deeside host training at Fox Howl for DEE juniors. I have been a few times myself but this was
the first year I was there as a coach and it was great to see so many juniors training. The weekend offered
coaching for all levels and ages of orienteers with juniors at a similar standard training together, so it is also
a good social event. The quality of training which I saw was to a very high standard, so coming along to the
training would be great to develop your skills especially if you are trying to get into the North West squad or
just to improve your orienteering. Thank you to all the coaches and helpers who made the training possible.
In the last Dee junior news I mentioned Olly Williams being selected for Interland by England. Olly had a
very good result in his race coming 2nd against many other countries (see page 22 for more details). It is
great race experience as well as a good stepping stone to British squads so hopefully a few more
Deesiders will try for selection next year.
This year’s school league has almost finished with only one event left at Marbury Country Park so it will be
your last chance to get some points and climb up the results. As it stands, a few of the classes are being
won by juniors from Manchester and District Orienteering Club so hopefully there will be a big turn out for
the last race and a few Dee juniors will be able to overtake them.
Chris Owens

Speaking of Junior Training, Sam Baldwin kindly agreed to share his take on the weekend with
us...

Last weekend a gang of Deeside Juniors trained and slept over in Delamere Forest. We stayed at
the Foxhowl Outdoor Centre. We had three training sessions, one about contours and gulleys, and
one on distance measuring. The last session was a partner relay where me & Kitty lost!! Well
done to James & Phil for winning that event.
Personally, my favourite part of the weekend was the bonfire on Saturday night, where we found
out who dared to eat the marshmallows that looked like charcoal! I would like to thank all the
coaches for helping us to develop our orienteering skills, and organising the weekend.
Sam Baldwin

More on that bonfire opposite......
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Shock revelation at Junior Weekend:
Deeside have at least 3 Tranmere Rovers Supporters
A clip from You Tube showing a goal celebration of a Deeside member proved to be very popular
at the junior weekend. If you can guess who it is, Philip Vokes will teach you how to do it as he
seemed to spend a lot of time practising the celebration over the week-end.
Perhaps we could perfect it to greet Deesiders at this year’s big event run-ins?
The link is as follows: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqJXlZGjkVQ&feature=related

My spies tell me that after last year’s failed attempt at a
bonfire, it was noted that this year the juniors started the
bonfire themselves, without even the aid of a match. The
rumour that this was achieved by rubbing the two
stickiest looking juniors together is unfounded.

What is Mike Smithard
up to here?
There will be a prize for the best caption
submitted to deesidenews@yahoo.com
by 1 May.

Photo courtesy of Ian Weaver
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4th place for Dee Juniors in
Yvette Baker Trophy
Club Captain Mike Smithard reports
Congratulations to our juniors for turning in a great performance in the YBT Final to finish close
behind 3rd place out of 14 teams. Missing 5 of our juniors from our original team for December,
two lads from Sandbach School joined us and counted in our top 9 placed runners. Thanks to
them for coming in at the last moment.
With Octavian Droobers as expected running away again with the top place, DEE finished behind
Lakeland and SARUM in 4th place. Heavily weighted in numbers on the green and yellow
courses, we had 4 counters on both courses (the max allowed) with 2 on orange (2 tied in 9th
place).
Counters were: Matthew Vokes, Mike Beasant and Chris and Eleanor Owens on green, Sean
Pickering and Kitty Jones on orange and Dan Weaver, James Parker-Aiken, Sam Baldwin and
Hannah Hateley on yellow.
Thanks to the other 11 juniors who ran, no-one knows who will count till afterwards - and next year
(or is it this?) could be your year.
Whilst we had the wind, we didn't get any rain - for which we were truly grateful, up on an exposed
hilltop, and the temperature was an almost non-chilling 10 degrees.

Many thanks again to Rob Lines who has given his kind permission to share his excellent
photos from the event with you all. http://picasaweb.google.co.uk/orienteeringrob
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Deeside Winter Weekend, Haworth
Mike Smithard reports on a wet and windy experience...
I didn't order snow on the hills but not on the roads this year, and see where it got us!! An experience, but
not one to be repeated too often. Thanks to Sonia and helper for the new games etc., the hostel and
everyone's dormitory (?) were spacious (though we didn't exactly fill it) and the building interesting. Once
again, Meg Owens got the 'interesting' room.
As for the CompassSport Cup at Watergrove.....we lost!
[Ed’s note: thanks to Mike for all his hard work in organising the weekend]

Damp Deesiders.....

Meg’s cubbyhole
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Early Dee Successes in
North West Orienteering League Events
Dee members recorded wins in several classes as we hosted the second round of the 2011 NW
Orienteering League in Delamere Forest recently. 480 competitors aged from 10 to 80 from across
the country competed in frosty, dry weather making for ideal running conditions in the forest. The
day went well thanks to some excellent organisation and planning by Andy and Jean Payne
respectively. Please see photos below.
DEE men age class winners were Lachlan Chavasse (M12), Olly Williams (M16), Mike Beasant
(M18), Jon Hateley (M45), Nigel Beasant (M50) and Steve Ingleby (M55). Winning DEE ladies
were Saskia Jones (W10), Hannah Hateley (W12) and Jane Campbell (W50).
Deesiders were also successful at the third round event held in wet, windy and muddy conditions
on the technically complex limestone, forest and moor of Hutton Roof near Kirkby Lonsdale. Chris
Owens and Mike Beasant took 1st and 3rd places in M18 while Mike Smithard and John Padget
were 2nd in M60 and M65 respectively.

we’re here to help!

The start in full swing
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More Deeside Success at
Twin Peak Weekend
Deesiders put in some good performances over two days of racing at the Twin Peak weekend
held near Coniston in the Lake District.
The rocks and mud on the steep slopes at the start and finish and the technically easy open fell in
the middle of the courses at Bleathwaite on Day 1 caused a few people to question the suitability
of the area for orienteering. Late starts were a disadvantage with the descent to the finish a
mudslide and many control boxes and kites literally buried in the mud.
Early arrivals in the car park at Torver for Day 2 were
greeted (when the rain stopped and cloud lifted) with a
sprinkling of snow on Coniston Old Man but it turned
into a glorious day.
Mike Beasant and Hannah Hateley were winners in
M18 and W12 respectively. Dan Weaver (M12), Chris
Owens (M18) and Malcolm McIvor (M70) took second
place whilst Isabel Hill (W10) and Barbara Majumdar
(W60) joined them on the podium with third places.
Junior Emma Weaver took fourth place in the W10 and
newcomer Billy O’Keefe won the Yellow course on the
second day.

Bleathwaite remembered (or not)
I’d left uni (Edinburgh – things haven’t changed O-wise for them) – and hadn’t started work in
Yorkshire, so in mid-August, 3 of us came down and camped at Coniston Hall campsite (have they
upgraded the toilets yet?) which is on or just off the map which we used for one of days which
included part of the recent Bleathwaite map plus the woods between the A road and the Lake. We
came in a Ford Anglia with the raked back back window coming down from the Kirkstone Pass on
the brakes only (rather than gears and brakes) – they were smoking and smelling before we
reached Ambleside.
Can’t remember anything about the races except that I had crossed the road into Bleathwaite and
our driver was dieting so collapsed in the first race (you’ve got to eat to run!) – how’s that for
selective memory?
Maps were simpler then – often just the OS 1:25,000 or 1:10,560 re-drawn with forest roads,
streams and paths added with a few crags on the Coniston maps – certainly took less time to map
than these days.
Mike Smithard

Ed’s note: Mike has produced his 1971 maps of Torver Back Common (next page) and Bleathwaite (page after
that). Those of you who are more recent converts to orienteering may find the comparison interesting......
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(e mail deesidenews@yahoo.com and I will send you electronic copies of these pages if you
would like a closer look)
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JK 2011 Northern Ireland
The organisers have been very pleased with the number of entries, almost 1900 by 8 March with
another 3 weeks to go before the final closing date of 31 March. This may be due in part to people
wanting to make travel and accommodation arrangements in advance as this will be the first time
that the JK has been staged off the British mainland. If the idea of 4 days of high-class
competition, with two completely new areas being used, appeals to you it’s still not too late to
enter and book your travel – the JK website gives details of discount offers being made by some
of the travel companies.
A large team of helpers is being assembled from all parts of Ireland with some from mainland UK
also, and about 40 of the key personnel gathered at the Tollymore Outdoor Centre in early
February for a weekend of briefings and practical sessions on some of the competition areas; this
should help to ensure that everyone knows exactly what they will be doing when the competition
days arrive so that everything runs smoothly. There will certainly be a very warm “Céad Mile
Fáilte” from everyone on the organising team and a variety of social functions to provide
entertainment for all, as well as the opportunity to enjoy some of the splendid scenery and other
attractions in Belfast and the Mourne area.
As with most events, there have been some late difficulties, and as a result the one small area of
forest, which would have been used on day 3, is no longer available so this will be a virtually treeless JK! In fact the sprint area is now the only one on which there is a significant number of trees,
on the Stranmillis University College campus. So if the weather looks like being good make sure
that you bring plenty of sunscreen! I look forward to seeing you there.
Mike Richardson
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David, Sara & Olly help England to Victory
Thanks to Sara and Olly who have provided us with their accounts of the weekend and copies of their
maps. Sara was 4th on W40, David 6th on M21E and Olly 2nd on M17.
Sara starts us off.....and Olly takes up the story on the next page
Interland is a 6-way competition involving teams of 42. England has competed in this event against two
Belgian teams (Flemish and French speaking), the Dutch and the Nordrhein-Westfalische (NW Germany)
team since 1995 and since last year, the French Ligue Nord–Pas de Calais de course d'orientation
(LNPCCO) have joined the competition.
This is England's only match outside the British Isles. You’ll be aware that England won by a comfortable
margin this year (having been challenged quite closely by VVO on the previous 2 occasions). The results
were:
1.
ENG ( England )
252
2.
VVO ( Belgium )
212
3.
FRSO ( Belgium )
146
4.
WTB ( Germany )
124
5.
LNPCCO (France)
99
6.
NOLB ( Netherlands )
41
The competition is in 14 classes: M/W14, M/W17, M/W20, M/W21, M/W40, M/W50, M/W60 with 3
competitors per country per class (1st two to score the points). From an ‘O’ – perspective there is a training
(usually score) event on the Saturday afternoon with the race itself on the Sunday morning.
This year it was the turn of the Germans (WTB) to host the event at Lübbecke, NW Germany , which meant
a significant amount of coach travel by the England team. After collecting team members from various
rendez-vous points around the M25 on Friday; the coach made a late afternoon crossing to Calais then
onto the overnight stop and briefing at a Bruges Youth Hostel.
Saturday morning dawned early (especially after sampling a glass or two of Belgian medium strength
brew), with a long drive ahead across northern Europe. The coach usually stops for a bit of sight-seeing
and this year meant a short 45 minute break in the Dutch town of Arnhem (and yes, the coach stopped by
the bridge to take in the various monuments). Training was on an interesting but steep area (very runnable
though). This was quickly followed by showers, dinner, team member presentations and an early night!
(Lights out by 10pm).
The actual day of the race dawned clear, bright and dry (though slightly chilly). This whole area of NW
Germany consists of beautiful rolling (forested) hills with arable farming and smart villages. The
orienteering terrain was a ridge with steep re-entrants; mainly beech plantation with smaller areas of
coniferous woodland (and a few small complex areas). Runnability and visibility were excellent (even in the
green!). The area was covered with a significant path and track network which meant plenty of opportunity
for fast running with some route choice. The only drawback was the climb! (Reminded me of Shropshire.)
I had an early start on the W40 class; 6.8Km with 275m of climb (although afterwards, I measured that I
had done 360 metres and couldn’t work out how to save any!). (Courses are planned as TD4.)
I managed to navigate to number 1 (small re-entrant) cleanly (even after a bit of confusion over the start
procedure). Number 2 was a long physical challenging leg to a technically easy control during which I
passed both ladies who started ahead. (Interland starts tend to be at exactly 2 minute intervals which
means the pressure is on not to be caught and means that there is often a bit of head to head racing). Then
came a succession of three controls along the main slope (most people used the track above). At this
stage, I knew the only route back was over the huge ridge and knew that I was going to have to walk.
Controls 6 to 10 meant some more detailed navigation with a few point features (depressions!) to catch the
unwary followed by a sequence of controls in a loop towards the finish. I unfortunately stopped
concentrating at number 16 and lost a minute by not going direct to the last control. Apart from that, I hit
most controls cleanly, the only thing I could have done better was to run a bit harder. However, I was
pleased with my run and the result (4th), with England 2nd, 3rd and 4th in my class. I would definitely go
back to that part of Germany again (particularly if it meant beer and wurst!). It was also great to run for
England.
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Having won the first selection race in Wareham Forest by 2 minutes and coming 3rd in the second at
Stoodley Pike I was picked for the England Interland team. This was my first run for England or GB and my
first International orienteering race. The weekend started off with missing Friday off school and getting on
the M6 for 8am to meet Sara Campbell who I was having a lift down to Watford with where the coach would
be waiting. Once we reached the training race after a 6 hour drive there was a score event set up so I went
round getting used to the German terrain which was very hilly, fast and runnable.
We now travelled to the youth hostel at the nearby town of Porta Westfalica where we stayed in a good
modern youth hostel in the middle of the forest. After having tea and collecting my England badge for my
first appearance for England I started to become nervous but after relaxing with some of the team the
nerves settled down. We had to be up at 6.15 to leave at 7 to get to the event for 8 before the first start of
9.00 for Dave Schorah on 21 Elite.

The England Team
Photo: Olly Williams

Again once we reached the event the nerves took control again but after getting ready and relaxing to
music I started to warm up and they never came back. Once arriving at the start with 20 minutes to go I had
a long and intense warm up after which I was then ready to start. I started and the first control was a short
run along the path or cut in control on a small depression, where I ran down the path but cut in early
straight to the control. After reaching the first within a minute I then paid attention to the second leg that
was took me 9.47 which was about 1.5k long and straight over the ridge that ran straight down the map. I
took a straight route that involved 130m of climb. This was one of the hardest legs I have ever completed
as it was so long and physical, being a strong runner I was able to turn out one of the fastest splits as I
attacked the hills and opened up on the downhill and tracks. I now spiked 4/5 of the next controls and then
we had to cross back over the ridge where the only route was straight over unless you wanted to triple the
length of the route.
I carried on spiking the controls and caught up a Belgium runner half way round on my course who had set
off 2 minutes before me who, once in my sight, was never getting away, but he upped his pace after seeing
me. By control 10 I had caught him and we were side by side. Having caught him up I started pulling away
slowly but he wasn’t letting go of me. After exiting 11 it was a 2k downhill finish down the hillside, after
losing 20 seconds on 14 he was right behind me again but with about 800m left I started my final push and
left him but on the penultimate control I exited at 40 degrees in the wrong direction. I soon realised and
corrected myself costing 30 seconds, finally with a small 20m steep hill in front of me and the final control I
stormed up the hill overtaking many people I punched the last control and sprinted to finish the 6.8k course
with 265m of climb. I was the best English runner by 5 minutes beating Zac Field and Matt Elkington, a
fantastic result for me. I was equal 2nd overall with a Belgium with a time of 49.47 with 1st place 45
minutes. England won the overall competition and won the junior competition trophy. Having collected the
prizes we then set off home on the coach reaching Watford at 01.45 and finally reaching home at 04.40! I
enjoyed the whole weekend and hope to represent England or GB again! I would like to thank Mike and
Chris Smithard for helping me improve my Orienteering over the last couple of years and my parents for
supporting me the whole way.

Olly and Sara ran the same course. You can see the map, course and Sara’s route on the next page. The scan of Olly’s route will
not reproduce well enough for you to read in Dee News but I will include in the electronic version which goes on the web site just
before the next Dee news is issued.
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JOK Chasing Sprint &
Southern Championships
A few Deesiders made the trip for the JOK Chasing Sprint at Shotover Country Park and the
Southern Championships at Hambledon over the weekend of 12-13 March.
Saturday’s event took place in warm sunny conditions with, by all accounts, some fun and hard
racing. The picture below (courtesy of Ian Buxton) shows Chris Owens (left) trying to catch the
runner in front in the finish lane.

The rain on Sunday morning stopped just before the first starters went out. Courses were long 17.7k for Men’s Elite but the forest was very fast and runnable. M21E had a leg of over 3k, M50
had a leg of 2.3k and even W50 had one of over a kilometre.
The start was a complete shambles with no clear way of checking which start time was in which
box and one Deesider had the group on the minute after theirs starting at the same time!
Notable performers were:
Olly Williams, 4th, M16A
Chris Owens, 9th, M18E
Mike Smithard, 3rd, M60
Terry Harper, 10th, M70L
Sara Campbell, 1st, W21L
The assembly area was patrolled by red kites (Nick and I saw some 150 over the course of the
whole weekend) obviously hoping for scraps of the venison and pheasant burgers from the
traders.
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So how much do you know
about British Orienteering Rules
and Guidelines?
The recent changes in event structure combined with the fact that Nick and I are controlling an
event that includes a World Cup selection race means that we have read the 2011 issue of the BO
Rules and Guidelines even more carefully than usual.
Actually we had no choice because, unlike previous years, there was no list of changes so I had
to read them alongside the previous version to make sure I knew what was new, amended or
obsolete.
Anyway, it reminded me, as usual, that there is a lot of useful stuff to be found in the documents
for organisers, planners, controllers and competitors. If you are doing any of first three roles in the
forthcoming summer evening events, I recommend that you take a look.
Just to provoke you, can you answer the following questions?
1. For Level C and Level D events the Organiser may vary or supplement the existing Rules
to meet particular local requirements, subject to approval from whom?
2. Who can review the Risk Assessment Form for a Level D event?
3. If you were using the east side of a dot knoll as a control site, where would the centre of the
control circle be?
4. A control feature should be visible from what distance (metres or %) from the nearest attack
point?
5. What experience do you need to organise, plan, and control a Level D event?
6. If a competitor loses or breaks their e-card during a race and has used back-up pin
punches to complete the course should they be disqualified?

(No, I am not going to give you the answers – wait until the next issue).
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How do You Map Read?
I came across a fascinating interview with French
World Champion Thierry Gueorgiou in which he talked
about how he had a perfect run in a World
Championship,came 5th and realised that he needed
to completely change the way in which he orienteered.
Anyone who follows international orienteering will know
the result!
I then found a paper in which one of the Swiss Elite
coaches, Martin Lerjen, analysed how Thierry and
other elite orienteers map read and defined 5 types of
orienteering map reading - some good and some bad!
So, in this edition of Deeside News, I am going to start
with a few questions for you all to ponder and, in the
next edition, I will share some of the key points of
Martin Lerjen's analysis.

Thierry Gueorgiou in Dijon in 2010
Photo courtesy of Nick Campbell

1. When you are about to look at your map, do you:
a) know exactly where on the map you are?
b) don't really know until you start looking at the map where on it you are?
2. When you are reading your map, are you:
a) reading something that you have just passed
b) reading the area that you are currently in
c) reading ahead of you (somewhere that you cannot yet see)
3. What are you looking at on the map compared to what you can actually see around you?
a) you are not really aiming for any feature or point
b) you are map reading features that you already have in your mind from reading the map
c) you are reading the map further ahead of the feature or point that you are currently aiming for
4. What is the result of you looking at your map?
a) you have a point that you are aiming for which is well ahead of where you are now
b) you have a new point that you are aiming for providing more detail to what you can already
see around you
c) you have an idea of what is coming next
d) you have an explanation for what you just did
e) you know now where you are
To give you a hint of what is coming up next time,over to Thierry:
Q: So what would you say is the biggest difference between Thierry in 2001 and today?
A: I would say that in 2001 I was an orienteer who knew all the time exactly where he was. At
present I'm an orienteer who knows where he'll be in the next 100 metres.
Whilst on the subject of Thierry, I have to share an anecdote from one of our Guyancourt club colleagues. Andre was
running in an event and arrived at a control at exactly the same moment as Thierry who had recently won the World
Championship. Andre punched the control and said "Congratulations on your win". Thierry punched the control, said
"Thank you very much", shook hands and they both ran off.
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Would You Like to Become a Controller?
Are you interested in becoming a controller? The entry level is Grade C. Grade C controllers can
control Level C Events and also approve Risk Assessments for Level D Events.
Without controllers, there would be no orienteering events and no orienteering. Currently, in the
North West we have a reasonable number of Grade C Controllers, but we need more, mainly to
replace those who, for one reason or another, have to stop controlling, but also to replace those
who wish to move up to Grade B.
British Orienteering requires Grade C Controllers to undertake the following:
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Organise a competition registered with British Orienteering within the previous 10 years.
Plan a minimum of 3 events, with at least one at Level C, and at least one within the previous 5
years.
Complete a British Orienteering Controller Grade C course.
Complete an accredited Safety course.
Be appointed to the Grade by their Constituent Association.

I am currently assessing whether a Controller Grade C Course should be run in the North West
this year and, if so, where. Therefore, if you are interested in become a Controller and would like
to attend a Grade C Course, could you please let me know by email, indicating, at the same time,
which of the other requirements you have already achieved? If you have any queries, please set
them out and I will come back to you.
Dick Towler
Co-ordinator of NWOA Controllers

Andrew Tarr in action controlling at Graythwaite

I can thoroughly recommend being a controller.
The benefits include:
∙
∙
∙
∙

Getting access to wonderful areas when no one else is there
Improving your orienteering – there is nothing quite like trying to find planner’s tapes to
improve your map reading (much harder when there is no control)
Learn from other controllers, planners and organisers
Get to make good contacts and friends in other orienteering clubs

Dick does a great job in circulating controlling opportunities (you can do as much or as little as you
wish) and keeps us informed of changes in guidelines and recommendations.
Jane Mockford
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Pages from the Past (March-April 1986)
Coming up to the busy season for keen orienteers, including the JK and British
Champs, Kate Ingleby, in her Editorial to Deeside News 99, was pondering
whether all the winter training would pay off, particularly for the juniors who had
been doing such excellent work under the expert direction of Dave Cummings.
Several of them had won their classes at recent events and Judith Padget had
been selected for the NW Junior Pool. At a local level, the major event for
Deeside would be the Delamere Trophy Long-O at the end of April.
The bright sun had attracted 72 members to the traditional Turkey Trot on and extra maps had to be
provided; apparently the contour only leg caught out even some members with intimate knowledge of the
Delamere terrain. The format of the event was not reported but the results suggested that it was for teams
of three, the Open course being won by Mike and Phil Smithard and Pauline Hayward with the Verity
family clear winners on the short course.
In February, 41 members had turned up at High Close Youth Hostel for the “Lakeland Break” organised by
B J Tours; on the first evening, Jean Ramsden spoke about her experiences at the World Championships
in Bendigo and time was spent trying to understand the mysteries of the kitchen gas supplies and
allocating domestic chores. After a good breakfast on Saturday morning the more energetic members
headed off towards the Langdales for a ridge run while the rest of the party enjoyed a Jack Ramsden walk
past Loughrigg Tarn to Skelwith Bridge and up the stream to Elterwater. Rob Verity had planned some
good courses for the afternoon and following a hearty meal everyone settled down to house party games
organised by Mike Smithard; the three-legged chase to find orienteering venues posted around the
common room was hilarious. It seems that everyone had some energy left for American square dancing
led by John Hammond.
After hurried clearing up and packing on Sunday morning, it was time for a novelty O- event organised by
Jack Ramsden in the Hostel grounds, when the Richardson family won the short event. Although snow
had been forecast for the weekend, none fell, to the great disappointment of the children and no doubt
relief of those parents who would be driving home after another successful Deeside winter weekend.
It was reported that for some reason a number of NW clubs (including DEE) did not receive details of the
draw or the rules for the 1986 CompassSport Cup, leaving little time to make arrangements for the first
round match against MDOC. This was fixed for Bickerton and it turned out to be very closely fought so that
the outcome was in doubt until almost the last runners came in. Judith Padget and Michael Cranny came
in 1 and 2 on the orange course, Jack Ramsden and Joe Longden were the top scorers on green; the C
and D classes went to MDOC, while B went to DEE with Terry Harper, John Hammond and Mike Smithard
(who had prevailed upon the results team to correct his time by 5 minutes!). The DEE A team did very
well, gaining 1st, 3rd, 4th and 5th places, although David R Williams was later disqualified for a wrong
control. Overall DEE won by 4 points and in the next round would meet the winners of PFO vs
Borderliners; Stop-Press News reported that BL had won this match on 16 March and it was hoped that
their next round against DEE could take place at the Torver National event in April.
The 100th edition of Deeside News appeared in April 1986, or at least that’s what the heading said! –
there had in fact been about five earlier newsletters before the official title was decided upon. I believe that
it was Andrew Tarr who introduced the name Deeside News and he expressed thanks to Kate Ingleby, the
then Editor and to all her predecessors, too numerous to mention here, but including two who had by then
moved away from the area – Phil Thompson (Yorkshire) and Martin Ramsden (Lake District). The
‘centenary’ issue included a lengthy article on mapping (which I’ll summarise next time) and another on
JK86, which was held on the flat plains of Norfolk. Mike Smithard felt that the courses were little more than
cross-country runs and that the 50 or so Deesiders who made the long journey found that their routes to
and from Norfolk presented easily the hardest route choice of the weekend. Winning times were fast and
there were some notable DEE performances, including Terry Harper, 1st on M45A; Katherine Middleditch,
1st on W10B; Simon Richardson, 2nd on M10B and 4th places for Pat Spoonley W50A and Jack
Ramsden M55A.
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There was a report on the Torver National Event in April which was used for our Compass Sport Cup match
against BL. Heavy rain the days before the event and on the day made the large number of marshes very
obvious features and many Deesiders found themselves getting more than their feet wet! Results were
slow to go up and the scoring system turned out to be so complex that the outcome was still unknown
when that issue of DN went to press, so you will all have to wait for my next piece of the club’s history to
find out who won!

[Ed’s note: High Close was my first Winter
Weekend. Mike Smithard drove us home
via the Kirkstone Pass where we found
plenty of snow. I remember poly bag
sledging and practising ice axe arrests
with Pauline and Joy Irvine. I mentioned
this to Mike and he produced the photo
to prove it.]

More from the Past.....
Whilst sorting out the boxes of material with the Deeside display boards, your Editor found a 10
year old March 2001 edition of CompassSport and couldn't resist sharing some extracts with you.
There wasn't a lot of orienteering going on as the foot and mouth epidemic was underway. The JK
had been cancelled but the British Champs were taking place in Northern Ireland. This prompted
the helpful list below.
10 Things To Do When You Can't Orienteer
Ÿ Cut up your maps into jigsaws
Ÿ Cut open your plastic map bags and use them as seed covers
Ÿ Use your dibber to plant the seeds when they have grown
Ÿ Get out your split times for the last 20 years and analyse them to see which control is most
often your undoing
Ÿ Take your compass apart to clean it and see how many bits are left over when you put it back
together
Ÿ Give your O shoes a makeover
Ÿ Introduce yourself to non-orienteering neighbours
Ÿ Make a cushion from old O suits
Ÿ Become a teacher so your red pen does not feel unloved
Ÿ Visit the local charity shop to see if you can recycle your old O kit
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Meanwhile, Rosemary Dyer of BOK recounted her experiences as a novice planner summarising
her key points in The Planner's Survival Guide:
Ÿ Make sure you do everything earlier than you think you need to - it takes at least three times
longer than expected to do everything.
Ÿ Unless you want 'helpful' comments, do not take a member of your family with you when
looking at potential control sites.
Ÿ Ensure you have the correct control codes before printing.
Ÿ Do not let anyone else in the room where you are sorting out kites and boxes - they will move
or disappear.
Ÿ Be prepared for all weathers. Whatever you expect will not happen.
Ÿ Plenty of Mars bars.

Plus ça change ........
We might be 10 years ago but some familiar issues seemed to be exercising everyone's minds.
The theme of the Club Development Conference was 'Local Orienteering' billed as the key to the
future development of orienteering.
Another article suggested ways of ensuring that orienteering survived as a sport. The author said:
"I believe that we have hit a period ...... where rules and details are pre-occupying the organisation
of orienteering. We are in danger of gradually sinking."
He recommended simplifying what we do especially on a local basis, making O more attractive to
the bloke next door by enabling him to join in locally, simplifying the whole structure of events and
using more professional help to ease the burden on volunteers.
Sound familiar?

And finally ... anyone recognise these 3 promising looking lads?

The 2000 Deeside M12- British Relay Team: from l to r Chris Smithard, Andy Irvine, David Schorah
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Our noble Chairman has issued the annual challenge to those scurvy serfs of the District of
Manchester who have had the nerve to reply as below:

Mistress Smithard is in charge of the feast so please contact her by carrier pigeon if you can
help with preparing four and twenty blackbirds baked in a pie.
Sir Richard of Hills is planning extra dastardly defences for the castle involving pouring boiling
Tarr on the invaders..
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Deeside Fixtures
Saturday 26 March: Marbury Country Park Schools League & Come & Try Orienteering Event
GR SJ651762. Signed from J10 M56 and from bridge over River Weaver on A533 at Winnington follow
‘Marbury Country Park’ signs through Anderton for 1.5 miles. Parking charge. Courses suitable for novice
and experienced orienteers. Courses White to Green, suitable for novice and intermediate/ experienced
orienteers. SportIdent electronic punching will be used (50p for hire of SI card). Registration from 10.00,
start times from 10.30-12.00. Fees - £2 juniors £4 seniors (£4.50 if not BOF members) .
Pre-entry procedure for schools will be advised to schools coordinators. EOD for individuals.

Saturday 2 April: Halkyn Spring Training Event
Organiser Chris Calow. Details later on DEE web site
Wednesday 27 April: Summer Evening Event Delamere East
Off the B5152 at map ref. SJ559711, Explorer Map 117. Event signs from North at
Hatchmere, SJ555719 and from South at Delamere SJ563687 (A556/B5152 junction)
and at SJ565678 (A54/B5152 junction).Parking £2. Courses Yellow to Blue, suitable for novice and experienced orienteers. SportIdent electronic punching will be used (50p for hire of SI card). £4 (£4.50 for non-O
club members)/£2 juniors. Registration from 17.30, start times from 18.00-19.15
Tuesday 3 May: Summer Evening Event Pettypool
GR SJ614695 Turn south down Dalesfords Lane from traffic lights on A556 in Sandiway. Courses as at
Delamere. Registration from 17.30, start times from 18.00-19.15. Fees £4 senior (£4.50 if not OC member)
and £2 juniors. SPORTident electronic punching (50p to hire an SI card).

Saturday 7 May: DEE/MDOC Challenge and Social - Beeston Castle

Thursday 12 May: Summer Evening Event Delamere North
GR SJ 537 726 Acess via tarmac road off B5152 N of Hatchmere at GR SJ 547 729. Courses as at Delamere East. Registration from 17.30, start times from 18.00-19.15. SPORTident electronic punching (50p to
hire an SI card; £22 if you lose it). Fees £4 (£4.50 for non-O club members)/£2 juniors

Full list of Summer Evening Events enclosed on separate sheet
Sunday 2 October: Sandstone Trail Race

Sunday 16 October: Club Champs/AGM Provisionally Halkyn

Saturday 12 November: Middle Distance Level B regional event at Thurstaston

Sunday 13 November: Chester City Sprint Race (Level B Regional Event)

Fixtures supplied by John Padget and Sheila Hills

If you are interested in planning or organising a future event, please contact Fixtures Secretary John
Padget
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